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-------------------------------------------------------------------# 1. (70222q6) Elaine is the network administrator for ABN Inc. ABN is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 50000 square feet of space and 180 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 1 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She is asking herself whether the upgrade is appropriate. What of the following are positive
indicators in favor of an upgrade (Choose all that apply)?
A. She is happy with your current domain structure.
B. She feels that she can manage the migration by pausing the production environment
C. She is not happy with much of the domain structure and would like to carry out a two-phase
migration
D. She likes the interface of W2K
E. She needs the 4 ways CPU support of W2K
F. She feels that she can manage the migration without impacting the production environment
Answer: AF

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 2. (70222q2) Elaine is the network administrator for ABN Inc. ABN is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 50000 square feet of space and 180 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 1 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
Elaine needs to verify the goals of such a migration. Which of the following are valid
implications for the goal of minimizing disruption to the production environment (choose all
that apply)?
A. The user's familiar environment needs to be maintained only during the migration
B. User access to data, resources, and applications needs to be maintained only after the
migration.
C. User access to data, resources, and applications needs to be maintained during and after
the migration.
D. The user's familiar environment needs to be maintained during and after the migration
Correct answer is: CD
Explanation: You just want to be as transparent as possible when performing the migration.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 3. (70222q7) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She needs to plan the order to upgrade domains. Her focus is on easier administration and

delegation. What is the appropriate order (Choose all that apply)?
A. resource domain and then account domain
B. resource domain only
C. account domain and then resource domain
D. account domain only
Correct answer is: C
Explanation: You will experience easier administration and delegation if you upgrade your
account domains first.
You then need to upgrade your resource domains.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 4. (70222q1) Elaine is the network administrator for ABN Inc. ABN is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 50000 square feet of space and 180 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 1 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
Elaine needs to verify the goals of such a migration. Which of the following are valid goals
(choose all that apply)?
A. greater scalability
B. take advantage of W2K's enhanced kernel
C. improved security
D. take advantage of W2K's new NTFS
Correct answer is: AC
Explanation: Migration-related goals are not driven by the need to implement specific
technical features of Windows 2000 Server; but rather are concerned with the migration
process itself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 5. (70222q8) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She needs to plan the order to upgrade domains.
She plans to upgrade the account domain first. What is the appropriate order for upgrading
domain controllers (Choose all that apply)?
A. order does not matter
B. all BDCs first
C. member server first
D. PDC first
E. need further actions before upgrading
Correct answer is: BD
Explanation: This is the recommended approach. this site

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 6. (70222q9) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She needs to plan the order to upgrade domains.
She plans to upgrade the account domain first. What is the appropriate order for upgrading
domain controllers, if LAN Manager Replication Service is running with the PDC hosting the
export directory (Choose all that apply)?

A. need further actions before upgrading
B. PDC first
C. member server first
D. all BDCs first
E. order does not matter
Correct answer is: AB
Explanation: With the use of LAN Manager Replication Service in the domain to be upgraded
and with the PDC hosting the export directory, you need to change the export directory host
before upgrading the PDC.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 7. (70222q4) Elaine is the network administrator for ABN Inc. ABN is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 50000 square feet of space and 180 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 1 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
Elaine needs to verify the goals of such a migration. Which of the following are valid
implications for the goal of maintaining system security (choose all that apply)?
A. minimal impact on security policy.
B. administrators should only be required to visit the client computer a minimum number of
times.
C. only minimal setup of new permissions for resources is needed
D. seamless migration of user accounts.
E. user access to data, resources, and applications needs to be maintained only after the
migration.
F. users be able to retain their passwords.
Correct answer is: AD
Explanation: Please visit this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 8. (70222q3) Elaine is the network administrator for ABN Inc. ABN is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 50000 square feet of space and 180 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 1 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
Elaine needs to verify the goals of such a migration. Which of the following are valid
implications for the goal of minimizing administrative overhead
(choose all that apply)?
A. users be able to retain their passwords.
B. administrators should only be required to visit the client computer a minimum number of
times.
C. only minimal setup of new permissions for resources is needed
D. minimal impact on security policy.
E. user access to data, resources, and applications needs to be maintained only after the
migration.
F. seamless migration of user accounts.
Correct answer is: ABCF
Explanation: Please visit this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 9. (70222q10) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.

She needs to plan when to switch the domain to native mode. What is your suggestion?
A. change when all DCs of this particular domain are W2K
B. change when all DCs of all the domains are W2K
C. change only when the domain runs rock stable for a month
D. change only when all member servers are upgraded to W2K
Correct answer is: A
Explanation: Switching to native mode is done on a per domain basis. this site

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 10. (70222q5) Elaine is the network administrator for ABN Inc. ABN is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 50000 square feet of space and 180 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 1 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
This is going to be a pure upgrade. What are true descriptions regarding this intended action
(choose all that apply)?
A. Domain consolidation
B. Domain restructure
C. In-place upgrade
D. Domain upgrade
Correct answer is: CD
Explanation: Sometimes referred to as ”in-place upgrade” or ”upgrade.” , a domain upgrade is
the process of upgrading the Primary Domain Controller (PDC) and the BDCs of a Windows
NT domain from Windows NT Server to Windows 2000 Server.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 11. (70222q12) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
Currently her network has many legacy applications running.
To upgrade, what should Jane do first?
A. check whether the applications would run in W2K before upgrading
B. upgrade the PDC first
C. upgrade the accounts domain
D. run the legacy applications in W2K member server
Correct answer is: A
Explanation: It is important to determine whether your business applications are compatible
with Windows 2000. This step is critical to the success of your deployment and must be done
before you decide how and when to migrate your application servers.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 12. (70222q16) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She is very nervous regarding the upgrade, as any failure can cost her job.
She wants to be able to recover from data loss should something go wrong.
What should she do (Choose all that apply)?
A. Add a BDC to any Windows NT domain that contains only a single domain controller.

B. Determine if services such as file and print services or Dynamic Host Configuration.
Protocol are running on the PDC and the BDCs.
C. Back up the services to tape.
D. Fully synchronize all BDCs with the PDC.
Correct answer is: ABCD
Explanation: These are the steps of recovery preparation. Please go to this site for details.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 13. (70222q14) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
The existing PDCs are running Windows NT Server 3.51.
What should Jane do to upgrade (choose 2)?
A. perform a fresh W2K install
B. make sure the server has 128M RAM minimum
C. erase NT 3.51 completely
D. run the upgrade
Correct answer is: BD
Explanation: There is no need to install from scratch for NT 3.51. this site

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 14. (70222q11) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
Her peer Jay is suggesting a restructure instead.
When should Jane consider a restructure (Choose all that apply)?
A. happy with the current domain structure
B. cannot manage the migration without impacting the production environment.
C. unhappy with the current domain structure.
D. can manage the migration without impacting the production environment.
Correct answer is: BC
Explanation: Please visit this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 15. (70222q20) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She runs the Active Directory Installation Wizard.
What options are available (Choose all that apply)?
A. Creating a new replica of a new domain
B. Creating a new replica of an existing domain
C. Installing a child domain
D. Creating a new tree in an existing forest
E. Installing a parent domain
F. Creating the first tree in a new forest
Correct answer is: BCDF

Explanation: Check out this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 16. (70222q17) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She is being asked to mirror the current structure.
What should she do?
A. Upgrading a resource domain as a tree in a new forest.
B. Upgrading a resource domain as a tree in an existing forest.
C. Upgrading a resource domain as an OU in a new domain.
D. Upgrading a resource domain as an OU in an existing domain.
Correct answer is: A
Explanation: Multi forest allows the manual setting of explicit trust.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 17. (70222q13) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
Currently her network has LAN manager replication running.
To upgrade, what should Jane do last?
A. upgrade the server hosting the import directory last.
B. upgrade the server hosting the export directory last.
C. upgrade the server hosting the export directory first.
D. upgrade the server hosting the import directory first.
Correct answer is: B
Explanation: Please visit this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 18. (70222q18) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She wants to have the following in the network:
1, Have the domain uses only Active Directory multiple-master replication between domain
controllers.
2, Allow all pre-Windows 2000 clients to use the PDC emulator to locate the PDC and perform
password changes.
She prefers to have the new network running both W2K and NT4 DCs.
What results can she achieve (Choose all that apply)?
A. none
B. 2 only
C. 1 only
D. 1 and 2
Correct answer is: A
Explanation: These are the features of native mode domain. No NT4 DC is allowed.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

# 19. (70222q15) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She is very nervous regarding the upgrade, as any failure can cost her job.
What should Jane do to secure her job?
A. prepare a fault tolerant plan
B. prepare a domain upgrade plan
C. prepare a recovery plan
D. prepare a domain controller upgrade plan
Correct answer is: C
Explanation: It is important that you develop a recovery plan to prevent accidental data loss
during upgrade. This plan needs to detail how you will back up your domain controllers,
applications, and other data.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 20. (70222q19) Jane is the network administrator for TAB Inc. TAB is a regional trading
company in California. It has an office with 80000 square feet of space and 380 staffs. The
existing network is running NT4 as the network OS.
There are 3 PDC, 3 BDCs and 5 member servers. The domain uses a single master model.
All the clients are NT WS.
Someone is suggesting a network upgrade to replace the NT 4 domain with a W2K domain.
She wants to deploy group nesting.
What action should she take (Choose all that apply)?
A. upgrade all servers to W2K
B. upgrade all the BDCs
C. upgrade the PDC and only one BDC
D. upgrade all the PDCs
Correct answer is: BD
Explanation: Group nesting is available only in native mode. All DCs must be W2K.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 21. (70222q24) Kenny is responsible for upgrading his company's network to W2K. He
concerns about Multiple-master replication. What is meant by conflict resolution?
A. some domain controllers eventually converge to different values
B. some domain controllers eventually converge to the same value
C. all domain controllers eventually converge to the same value
D. all domain controllers eventually converge to different values
Correct answer is: C
Explanation: All domain controllers eventually converge to the same value. This convergence
process is called conflict resolution.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 22. (70222q29) Kenny is responsible for upgrading his company's NT4 network to W2K. He
concerns about authentication. What protocol does W2K use for backward compatibility?
A. SSL
B. NTLM
C. Kerberos
D. SET
Correct answer is: B
Explanation: NTLM is an authentication protocol that is the default protocol for network
authentication in Windows NT. It is retained in Windows 2000 for compatibility with clients and

servers that are running versions of Windows NT.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 23. (70222q23) Kenny is responsible for upgrading his company's network to W2K. He
wants to install PDC Emulator in his new network. What description about PDC emulator is
true (Choose all that apply)?
A. Windows 98 can use the PDC emulator as a possible logon server.
B. Windows 95 can use the PDC emulator as a possible logon server.
C. Windows NT clients can use the PDC emulator as a possible logon server.
D. Unix clients can use the PDC emulator as a possible logon server.
E. DOS can use the PDC emulator as a possible logon server.
Correct answer is: ABC
Explanation: Windows 95, Windows 98, and Windows NT clients can use the PDC emulator
as a possible logon server.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 24. (70222q25) Kenny is responsible for upgrading his company's network to W2K. He
concerns about Multiple-master replication. What if different domain controllers have
conflicting versions of the directory schema,thus causing conflicts (Choose all that apply)?
A. resolved using the same rules that DNS uses to resolve normal conflicts
B. first writer wins
C. last writer wins
D. resolved using the same rules that Active Directory uses to resolve normal conflicts
Correct answer is: CD
Explanation: Some conflicts are too difficult to resolve. Suppose that different domain
controllers have conflicting versions of the directory schema. Schema conflicts can be
resolved using the same rules that Active Directory uses to resolve normal conflicts (the ”last
writer wins”).

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 25. (70222q27) What are the "parts" of a SID (Choose all that apply)?
A. variable number of sub-authority
B. group ID
C. revision number
D. domain
E. authority that assigned the SID
F. permission granted
Correct answer is: ACDE
Explanation: A SID contains parts that identify the revision number, the authority that
assigned the SIthe domain, and a variable number of sub-authority or Relative Identifier (RID)
values that uniquely identify the security principal relative to the issuing authority.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 26. (70222q26) The Windows NT security model identifies security principals such as users,
groups, computers, and domains by __________.
A. ACL
B. ACE
C. SID
D. AID
Correct answer is: C
Explanation: SIDs are domain-unique values, built when the user or group is created, or when
the computer or trust is registered with the domain

---------------------------------------------------------------------

# 27. (70222q28) Kenny is responsible for upgrading his company's NT4 network to W2K. He
plans to move an user object from one domain to another before upgrading. What would
happen to the SID?
A. freeze
B. locked
C. stay the same
D. changed
Correct answer is: D
Explanation: Security principals cannot be moved between domains without their SIDs
changing. If SIDs are altered in any way, resource access is affected.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 28. (70222q30) It is essential that you determine how migration to Windows 2000 will affect
security policy and your pre-Windows 2000 group structure.
Windows 2000 supports which types of security groups (Choose all that apply)?
A. Domain local
B. Local
C. Domain Global
D. Mixed
E. Universal
F. Global
Correct answer is: ABEF
Explanation: Please check this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 29. (70222q21) Kenny is responsible for upgrading his company's network to W2K. He
wants to install PDC Emulator in his new network. What does he need to do?
A. run PDCSET.exe
B. run PDC Emulator service in the background
C. simply upgrade a Windows NT PDC to a Windows 2000 domain controller
D. run PDCEMULATOR.EXE
Correct answer is: C
Explanation: When you upgrade a Windows NT PDC to a Windows 2000 domain controller, it
then acts as a PDC by holding the role of PDC emulator. In Windows 2000, there is one PDC
emulator for each domain in the forest.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 30. (70222q22) Kenny is responsible for upgrading his company's network to W2K. He
wants to install PDC Emulator in his new network. What does PDC emulator support (Choose
all that apply)?
A. play the role of Domain Master browser
B. perform multimaster replication
C. assume the role of WINS
D. accept directory writes
E. perform Password checks
Correct answer is: ADE
Explanation: Check out this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 31. (70222q33) Joe is the boss of his own networking company. He is thinking about
restructing his domain. He wants to convince himself to do this.
What are valid reasons to restructure (Choose all that apply)?
A. Delegation of Administration.

B. Finer Granularity of Administration.
C. Greater Scalability.
D. Political reasons
Correct answer is: ABC
Explanation: Please check this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 32. (70222q38) Which tool provides the following functionality?
Join a Windows 2000 computer to a Windows NT or Windows 2000 domain with an option to
specify the OU for the computer account.
A. ACLdom
B. Netdom
C. Sizer
D. Netdiag
Correct answer is: B
Explanation: Netdom is a tool that allows you to manage Windows 2000 domains and trust
relationships from the command line.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 33. (70222q39) Joe is the boss of his own networking company. He wants a domain
upgrade. When planning an upgrade, he needs to (Choose all that apply)?
A. Develop a recovery plan.
B. Determine the upgrade paths to use.
C. Determine the order for domain upgrade.
D. Determine the strategy for upgrading member servers.
E. Determine when to switch to native mode.
F. Examine the existing domain structure.
Correct answer is: ABCEF
Explanation: Member server is not an area of concern at the moment. Focus on the DCs.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 34. (70222q31) It is essential that you determine how migration to Windows 2000 will affect
security policy and your pre-Windows 2000 group structure.
Windows 2000 supports which types of native mode only security groups (Choose all that
apply)?
A. Mixed
B. Local
C. Domain local
D. Domain Global
E. Global
F. Universal
Correct answer is: CF
Explanation: Please check this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 35. (70222q35) Joe is the boss of his own networking company. He is thinking about
restructing or migrating his domain. He wants to design and run a pilot project.
Why would he ever consider the use of a pristine forest (Choose all that apply)?
A. direct the pilot project to eventually become the production environment
B. ensures that business can carry on normally during pilot project operation
C. ensures that migration can carry on normally during pilot project operation
D. ensures that upgrade can carry on normally during migration
E. none of the answers

Correct answer is: AB
Explanation: The easiest migration path might be to design and build a pristine forest: an ideal
Windows 2000 forest isolated from the current production environment. This ensures that
business can carry on normally during pilot project operation and that the pilot project
eventually becomes the production environment.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 36. (70222q32) During an upgrade, you can maintain a mixed environment of Windows NT
BDCs and member servers operating with Windows 2000 domain controllers. Because
Windows 2000 Server does not support LAN Manager Replication Service, maintaining in a
mixed environment requires you to:
A. to create a bridge between LAN Manager Replication Service and FRS, pause the LAN
Manager so that only FRS can operate.
B. to create a bridge between LAN Manager Replication Service and FRS, stop the FRS so
that LAN Manager can operate.
C. to create a switch between LAN Manager Replication Service and FRS so that both
services can operate.
D. to create a bridge between LAN Manager Replication Service and FRS so that both
services can operate.
Correct answer is: D
Explanation: Please check this site for detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 37. (70222q36) Joe is the boss of his own networking company. He is thinking about
migrating his domain. He is using the Sizer tool.
What can this tool achieve (Choose all that apply)?
A. estimate the number of clients in the coming 2 years
B. estimate the hardware required for deploying Active Directory
C. estimate the number of NICs in the routing gateways
D. estimate the number of domain controllers per domain per site.
Correct answer is: BD
Explanation: Active Directory Sizer lets you estimate the hardware required for deploying
Active Directory in an organization based on the organization’s profile, domain information
and site topology. You may want to use it before the migration takes place.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 38. (70222q34) Joe is the boss of his own networking company. He is thinking about
restructing his domain. He wants to convince himself to do this.
His goals involve reworking the domain structure to reduce complexity and to bring resource
domains with low rights administrators into the forest in a secure way.
What is the best timing for restructure?
A. After upgrade
B. Before upgrade
C. Before or After upgrade is fine
D. Do not upgrade
Correct answer is: A
Explanation: When you choose to restructure after upgrade, most likely your goals involve
reworking the domain structure to reduce complexity, or to bring resource domains with low
rights administrators into the forest in a secure way.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 39. (70222q40) Take a look at the following table:
Component Capacity
CPU Pentium 100
Memory 64M MB
Hard disk space 1 GB

Networking NIC
Display On board SVGA Shared memory
CD-ROM 48X
To upgrade to a W2K server, which of the following needs to be upgraded (Choose all that
apply)?
A. NIC
B. CDROM
C. Hard disk
D. Memory
E. CPU
Correct answer is: DE
Explanation: You need at least a P133. 64M was fine originally. But since the onboard VGA
will take away some memory for display, 64M will not be enough.

--------------------------------------------------------------------# 40. (70222q37) Joe is the boss of his own networking company. He is thinking about
restructing his domain. He is using the ClonePrincipal utility.
What can this tool achieve (Choose all that apply)?
A. creating clones of the Windows NT users and groups in the Windows 2000 environment.
B. migrate users differentially to a Windows 2000 environment
C. creating clones of the Windows NT file permissions in the Windows 2000 environment.
D. migrate users incrementally to a Windows 2000 environment
Correct answer is: AD
Explanation: ClonePrincipal allows you to migrate users incrementally to a Windows 2000
environment without impacting your existing Windows NT production environment. This is
done by creating clones of the Windows NT users and groups in the Windows 2000
environment.
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